National Yemen

Among the many illustrious guests in attendance at the 2009
National Day celebration was President Mahmood Abbas of
Palestine, shown here greeting legendary statesman Marcel
Prud’homme
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vhonored with a silver plaque by a young member of the Yemeni
community. National Day – May 22nd, 2009

One of the most memorable receptions of the year, guests were
met by Yemenis Hassan and Maria in colorful Yemeni costumes.
National Day – May 22nd , 2009.

WATERCAN annual Embassy Fundraiser Dinner, shows two
beautiful Yemeni students leading the Parade of Nations May 7th,
2010.

Mazher Nizar, Dr. Mohamed Basahi & Mrs. Basahi at the
Exhibition in Canada - October 14th, 2009

The members of “Al-Ittihad” or “Ottawa United” had much to be
happy about. They had recently returned from Toronto, where
they had won the North American Yemeni Championships for the
second year in a row, July 24th, 2009

Queen of Sheba Event on Parliament Hill – Sept 29th, 2009
Featured here is a group of well-known Canadian Parliamentarians,
including the Speaker of the Senate, Noel Kinsella whose affection
for Yemen is legendary.

Dr. Marty Robinson, founder of the Canadian Medical Delegation is
shown at his home in London, Ontario. He proudly displays some
of his amazing artifacts and awards that he has collected on his
tremendous and generous work, devoted to Yemen over the years
April, 2009.

A group photo of Yemeni Students and Community members
gathered together during the Yemeni Art Exhition on October 14th.
This photo clearly shows a very happy group of people surrounding
their beloved artist Mazher Nizar.

Yemeni kids are taking their chance to learn Arabic & English for
better future in Canada

On the occasion of Eid Al-Fitir, a reception was held at the Official
Residence for the members of the Yemeni community and students
in Ottawa September 20, 2009.

Yemen Embassy in
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The Yemeni Canadian Community in Calgary without doubt is
unique among other Yemeni communities in North America. In
addition to immigrant families, new families have been formed
by the graduating Yemeni students. If they shared one thing, it
would be their feeling of belonging to their Yemeni origins. If they
desired one thing, it was to connect with their fellow Yemenis in
this Canadian young city, Calgary.
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